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Summary.. We consider binary models in which the beams of SS 433 
emergee from the center of a supercritical accretion disk around a 
compactt object. Assuming the disk to be "slaved", i.e. its precession 
too be induced hy dri\en' Newtonian precession of a misaligned 
early-typee companion star, the following constraints on the system 
parameterss are found: 

(i)) If the companion's rotation is close to synchronous, only 
binaryy periods of the order of 1 d are possible; 

(ii )) if the companion's rotation is 1.4 to 2 times faster than 
synchronous,, also orbital periods of the order of 10 d are allowed 

Inn both cases, if the compact star is a neutron star which we 
considerr most likely , the early-type star should have a mass 
CC 10 ii  . implying, in view of its M, S» — 4m, that it is probably a 
Wolf-Ruyett star. The presence of strong Balmer-line emission then 
impliess that it is most probably a WN 7-9 star. If the compact star 
iss an 8. H:j black hole, also companion masses in the range of O 
starss (20-/ /- or more) arc allowed. A discussion of the reported 
13.11 -d spectroscopic and 6.5 d photometric periodicities and their 
possiblee near 1 d and near 0.5 d aliases, respectively, shows that 
binaryy periods near I d, though less likely, might not yet be com-
pletelyy ruled out. 

Keyy words: X-ray binaries precession SS 433 - accretion disks 
Wolf-Rayett stars O stars 

I.. Introduction 

Inn a foregoing paper Ivan den Heuvel et al., 1980; hereafter referred 
too as Paper I) it was argued, from the optical and IR characteristics, 
distancee I 2:3.5 kpc). interstellar extinction M,2t6m) and deduced 
systemm dimensions, that the underlying optical object in SS 433 is 
aa luminous Of- or Wolf-Rayet-like star with M, ^ -4™ and a 
stellarr wind mass loss rate V/B2j 10 5 , #0 yr. This conjecture 
iss further strengthened by recent radio observations (van Gor-
komm et aL 1980) which show the distance to be even larger 
thann we assumed (i.e. 3.7 to 4.7 kpc), new IR observations (Giles 
ett aL 1979; Allen. 1979) which show that the IR emission is most 
easilyy explained as / and b-f emission from a region of gas that 
hass a volume, temperature and electron density very similar to 
thosee of the winds of extreme Of stars and WR stars (cf. Paper I 
andd Sect. 4) and new determinations of the interstellar extinction 
whichh suggest A, ^6n ,to8m(Murd inetaL 1980) implying M„ $ - 4 m 
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too - 6m. It was further argued in Paper t that SS433 is likely to be 
aa later stage of evolution of a massive X-ray binary, in which the 
ratee of mass transfer has become supercritical, and has induced the 
formationn of a thick accretion disk around a neutron star com-
panion.. Similar to suggestions by Katz (1980) and by Martin and 
Reess (1979) the beams of SS433 arc in this model thought to be 
duee to the ejection of the excess transferred matter from the central 
partss of the disk, in a direction perpendicular to the disk plane. 
Thee precession of the disk and the beams is ascribed here to tidally 
drivenn (classical) precession of the misaligned rotationally deformed 
opticall  companion star. Since the transfer time of matter through 
thee disk in massive X-ray binaries is expected to be much shorter 
thann 164 d (cf. Bonnet-Bidaud and Van der Klis, 1979) one expects 
thee disk to follow the precession of the companion (a so-called 
"slavedd disk"). In this picture, W 50 is not a supernova remnant, 
butt owes its formation to the beams of SS 433 in the way suggested 
byy Begelman et al. (1980). 

Inn the present paper we examine more closely the implications 
off  the observed precession, assuming it indeed to be due to preces-
sionn of the companion driven by the tidat torque on its misaligned 
rotationall  bulge. We assume the mass of the normal star to be in 
thee range between 6 and 30 H'0 and consider two cases, viz.:(i) the 
normall  star has (nearly) synchronous rotation (though misaligned), 
andd (ii) the normal star rotates considerably faster than synchro-
nous.. It appears that in the first case only binary periods of less than 
aa few days are possible. This holds regardless of whether the com-
pactt star is a 1.5 ~H'3 neutron star or an 8 . #0 black hole. 

Onn the other hand, if the star rotates some 40 °o faster than 
synchronous,, tidally driven precession also allows binary periods 
off  the order of lOd. In the latter case, for a l.5..4r% compact star 
thee mass of the early-type component should be < 10 .#0 ; for 
ann 8 ../i  ̂ compact star there is no such restriction. 

Inn Sect. 3 we discuss the result of Sect. 2 in the light of the 
recentlyy reported 13.1-d periodicity in the radial velocity variations 
(Cramptonn et al., 1980) and the 6.5-d periodicity of the photometric 
variationss (Kemp et aL 1980). and of their possible I d and 0.5 d 
aliasess (0.5 d photometric aliases would be expected in case of a 
nearr Ld double-wave photometric variation and appear not to be 
excludedd by Kemp et al.'s observations, as discussed in Sect. 3). 

2.. Theoretical Restrictions on the Slaved-disk Model 

2.1.2.1. 77tf Synchronous Case 

Assumingg tidally driven precession of the non-degenerate star and 
usingg Eqs. (12H16) of Paper I we have 

P^'PP^'Ppttptt̂ ^m^^mll+m+m22)m)mii)k)k22[R[R22/a)/a)iiUoUo11/(o/(ot}t}))
11(l-.e(l-.e22yy22M^),M^), (D 
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whoree PMh and P t̂s are the oibital and precession») jtcriod. m, 
andd mz are the masses of the compact object and the normal star, 
respectively.. R2 and <o2 are the radius and rotational angular 
\clocityy of the normal star, respectively and <u0. a. e< and A2

 i , r t ' 
thee orbital angular velocity, the semi-major axis and eccentricity of 
thee orbit, and the apsidal motion constant of the normal star, 
respectively,, and /. is given by 

/.(^»-== sin(#+<S)cos(</> + <5) sin b. (2) 

wheree <> [</>] is the angle between the orbital [spin] angular momen-
tumm vector and the total angular momentum vector of the system. 
Forr ^ . M l (e.g.: <20 ) we can approximate A by 

;.-(<*>> + <5)/a-(L + S)/S, (3) 

wheree L and 5 are the absolute magnitudes of the orbital and spin 
angularr momentum vectors, respectively (spin of the normal star). 
Inn order to estimate /., one may write 

LIS=(mLIS=(miimm11l{ml{mll +m2))tf
2w0(l ~e2)V2/km2R2

 lfti2 
==  {ml/(m1 + m2))(l -e

2)1 2(a/R2)
2ia>Q/a>2)/k, (4) 

wheree k denotes the square of the gyration radius of the normal 
star. . 

Ass argued in Paper I. the very large absolute optical luminosity 
off  SS433 as well as its wind mass loss rate .#W^\Q"* .ff^yr'' 
togetherr with the presence of strong Hen 4686 and Nm. Cm 4640 
lines,, suggest the presence of an Of star or a Wolf-Rayet star. 
Takingg into account the wind mass loss during its previous evolu-
tion,, we adopt a mass of - 2 0. #, for an Of star (cf. Underhill. 
1966:: Conti. 1979) and assume that its rotation rate deviates littl e 
fromm synchronism, i.e. oi2%o>0. In this case its radius R2 cannot 
exceedd the radius of its Roche lobe. (We assume that the misalign-
mentt is relatively small (£20 ) such that, in first approximation, 
itss effects on the limiting radius can be neglected). /?Rw.he can be 
approximatedd by the expression (Paczynski, 1971): 

K*ooe/o=0.388 +0.2 logK/m,) (5) 

whichh for m2*2Q.#0; ml = l.5.ff0 yields R2/a^0.6. [Similarly, 
forr a typical Wolf-Rayet star mass of m2^6Jf0 (cf. Underhill, 
1966:: Conti. 1979) one obtains K ;<ig0.5] Since A ^0.05 for stars 
onn or slightly beyond the upper main sequence (Motz, 1952; 
Suluntyo,, 1975) we then have, with <t>2%u>0, that L^4S (L£16S 
inn the case of a 6.#c Wolf-Rayet star), hence {L + S)/Sx L/S.One 
thereforee obtains a reasonably accurate estimate (within about 
++ 30?ó) of Pfib'Pprtt by approximating /. by Eq. (4), which yields, 
withEq.(l): : 

P^'P^^ik.mim./m^iR^O-e'r^iio^OolP^'P^^ik.mim./m^iR^O-e'r^iio^Ool (6) 

Forr a black hole (. A^ > 1.5 ~#Q) the accuracy is even better. From 
thee calculations by Motz (1952) it appears that for stars with a 
polytropicc index »S2.5 (i.e. on or slightly beyond the upper main 
sequence!!  k'k2 is always S 3. Inserting this value in Eq. (6) together 
withh the relevant parameters for Of or WR stars, one obtains, with 
PJ i rec=l64dd and m, = 1.5.//:. the following upper limits for the 
orbitall  periods: 

P,„P,„ hh £ 1  15 (w2/w0)(l - e2) 3 - d (7a) 

andd for a 6 . / /0 WR star: 

p , ,b ê i ^ ( ' V " o ) < i - V r 3 2 d .. (7bj 

Thesee limits are not \cr\ sensitive to the mass of the compact 
object.. Replacing the neutron star by a black hole of 8. ft - changes 

thee upper limit b\ less than a factor of two. as can be seen from 
Tablee I. If one would ;issume a polyi topic index >y. which seems 
stilll  reasonable on the upper main-sequence, one obtains A A>.>5. 
suchh that the a box e upper limits will be reduced by about 40".,. 
Consequently,, for nearly synchronous rotation and not too large 
eccentricitiess the orbital periods allowed for driven precession in 
ann early-type binary model arc of the order of one day 

2,2.2,2. \ on-synchronous Rotation 

Inn close binaries with P>5 d one often observes thai the primaries 
rotatee considerably faster than synchronous. This is particularly 
thee case for the unevolved components of post-mass exchange 
binariess in which deviations of up to a factor of 5 are observed 
(Plavec,, 1970; Olson, 1968). This is presumably due to their accre-
tionn of mass and angular momentum during the mass transfer stage. 
Sincee also the non-degenerate components of the massive X-ray 
binariess were originally the secondaries which went through a stage 
off  mass accretion, non-synchronous rotation can also be expected 
forr them. 

Forr PS 5 d synchronisation by tidal forces in such systems may 
takee longer than the lifetimes of the stars. Indeed, in the 8.96 d 
periodd massive X-ray binary 4U0900 40 (Vela X-l ) still a consider-
ablee orbital eccentricity of -0.09 is observed (Rappaport et al.. 
1980).. which indicates that tidal forces have not yet been able to 
circularizee its orbit since the supernova explosion which pr*  educed 
itss compact star, several million years ago (cf van den Heuvel. Wi. 
Sincee the limescales for tidal circularisation. alignment of the rota-
tionn axis and synchronisation, are of the same order, considerable 
deviationss from synchronous rotation and alignment seem very 
welll  possible in X-ray binaries with P> 5 d. Misalignment may have 
beenn induced by the supernova that produced the neutron star. 

Inn the case of large deviations from synchronism the Roche-
lobee concept becomes meaningless, and the star may become larger 
thann this lobe without causing the onset of large scale mass transfer 
(cf.. Taam et al., 1978). We can apply two criteria to determine the 
maximumm stellar radius in this case. 

Firstt of all the star should not rotate so fast that it becomes 
centrifugallyy unbound. Therefore the centrifugal force at the surface 
off  the star should not exceed the gravitational attraction, i.e. 
toltol R2^Gm2/Rl. This condition yields 

Ri-o^ojjto^Ri-o^ojjto  ̂ (m2/(m, +m2))
u3. (8a) 

Forr w2 = l.4tD0 and 2<o0 (and m,<§ m2), this yields K^O-SOoand 
^0.633 a. respectively. 

Secondly,, the compact object which travels in a low orbit over 
thee surface of the normal star should not disrupt the envelope of 
thee latter. We can estimate the minimum height of the orbit of the 
compactt object by using an impulse-approximation. The momen-
tumm dv transferred to a unit mass at the stellar surface, can be 
estimatedd from 

Jr^FJt/ i -o,, (8b) 

wheree r0 is the orbital velocity of the compact object in a frame 
corolatingg with the star, F is the gravitational attraction at the 
stellarr surface, due to the compact star and h = a-R is the height 
off  the orbit above the surface. After the passage of the compact 
objectt the surface material will fall bnck towards the star only if 
*1r<re%f.. the escape velocity on the surface. 

Wcc calculated the upper limits to the stellar radius set by the 
centrifugall  condition (8a) as well as by the impulse-condition (8b) 
forr (o2'<o0 ranging from 1.2 to 2.0. m2-6 to 30.#Q and m, = 1.5 
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betweenn the centrifugal limit and the Roche-lobe radius. Adopting 
forr the mass range «ijSIO ft a maximum value of R, halfway 
betweenn these two limits one obtains orbital periods in the range 
99 to 14 d. 

Inn Table I the upper limits resulting from the above analysis 
aree summarized for the eases mz — 20. ft 0 and 6 . ft ~ with w,, w0 = 
1.44 and 2.0 (for the case m,=6.//-. >~lt>~lt 00,, ü)2/Ci»0- 1-4. the 
upperr limit to R2 was taken halfway between RRoi:he and the centrif-
ugall  limit). The table shows that for non-synchronous rotation the 
orbitall  periods allowed for driven precession in an early-type binary 
modell  extend to 16 d for a black hole c. npanion and to over 9d 
foraa neutron star companion. Taking into account the (1 — e1)'3'1 

factorr and the various approximations made, the actual upper 
limitss may easily be 50",, higher. 

Fig.. 1. Upper limits to the orbital period in the non-synchronous 
case,, as a function of the mass m: of the early-type star for compact 
companionss of 1.5 If -, and S.O.*' ,̂ respectively. Parameters is 
c>,c>, 'a>n (the ratio of the rotational and orbital angular velocities). 
Form,, =8 -#oandiu2/u>02; 1 4. the parts of the curve for m2 58 „K  Q 

aree uncertain (see text) 

andd X /f , respectively. It appears that for m, -- 1.5.//,, and 
to,to, to,, £*  I 2. as well as for m, S . 'I,, and u)2/iu„  5- 1.7, the upper 
limi tt due to the centrifugal condition is below that due to the 
impulsee condition for any m, ?6 . ft'0, implying that the centrifugal 
conditionn should be used in these cases. Using this limit one can. 
withh Fq. (6) and assuming Pp,= I64d. again calculate the upper 
limit ss to the orbital period required for producing the observed 
precession.. Figure 1 depicts the thus obtained upper limits for the 
abovee mentioned sets of parameters, and k/k2 -3. For m, =8 ft ? 

andd to1:'tn0 — 1.2 and 1.4, the curves for m, <40 . ftQ and <24 . ft 3, 
respectively,, are determined by the impulse condition and have a 
differentt shape, as depicted in Fig. I. 

Inn fact, for m, = 8. / / '0 and »n,<10 - ft-_., it is no longer clear 
whatt limit should be taken Because, when m2 and m, are approxi-
matelyy equal, the tidal forces due to the 8 .flrj compact star will be 
feltt everywhere around the surface of the normal star and hence, 
thee impulse approximation becomes too crude. One would expect 
inn this case the upper limit to the radius to have a value somewhere 

3.. Comparison nith the Observations 

3.1.3.1. Binary Periods Allowed by the Spectroscopie and Photometric 
Observations Observations 

Cramptonn et al.'s (1980) observations suggest a 13.1 d periodicity 
inn the radial velocities of the "stationary" hydrogen emission 
liness in SS 433. If this is the true orbital period and the 164-d period 
iss due to tidally driven precession ("slaved disk") then, according 
too Table I, regardless of whether the compact star is a neutron star 
orr a black hole, the only possible early-type configuration is one 
inn which the companion is rotating (highly) non-synchronously. In 
thee case of a neutron star, the early-type star should be a Wolf-
Rayctt star; in case of a black hole, also Of-stars are allowed. 

Onn the other hand, the table shows that if the companion is 
closee to co-rotation, only binary period of the order of one day or 
lesss can explain the 164-d precession [assuming the precession to be 
tidallyy driven; the same is true for most other precession mechanisms, 
cf.. Katz (1980) and Davidson and McCray (1979)]. We would like 
too point out here that orbital periods near one day have, in fact, 
nott been ruled out by Crampton et al.'s spectroscopic observations, 
andd might still be allowed by the extensive photometric observations 
byy Kemp et al. (1979). The argumentation is as follows. If the true 
orbitall  period is close to one day, i.e. either 13/12 of 13/14 d (26 or 
222 h. respectively), observations spaced by multiples of one day will 
givee the impression of a 13-d periodicity. Crampton et al. did not 
favourr this possibility but could not rule it out convincingly, as 
Fig.. 2 demonstrates. In this figure the observations by these authors 

Tablee 1. Upper limits to the binary period for four presumably representative combinations of 
possiblee component masses, in the case of synchronous rotation of the early-type star, as well 
ass highly non-synchronous rotation. The upper limits are derived under the assumption that 
thee 164-d period precession of the beams is due to driven precession of the misaligned early-
typee star 

Compactt object: 

Early-typee star: 

Synchronouss rotation 

Highlyy non-synchro-
nouss rotation: 
';;,, = 1.4 , 
<t>,<t>,  = 2 , 

Neutronn star: m, = 1.5 . ft 3 

Off  star WR star 
m,m, =20. ft r, m,-6.ft. 

Blackk hole: m, = 8. ft3 

1J15 5 

4d4 4 
2J9 9 

1*82 2 

9d3 3 
6J6 6 

OO f star 
2020 ft. 

WRR star 
mm22 = 6 ftQ 

-Id-) -Id-) 

12*6 6 
8'7 7 

3d3 3 

~ l l " " 
\612 \612 
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Fig.. 2. The radial-velocity observations of SS433 by Crampton 
ett al. (1980) plotted in the three best-fit periods of 1308 1 081 and 
0.9233 d 

havee been plotled in the three best-fit periods, viz. 13*1, 0d923 and 
l d08l.. The mean deviations in the least-squares fit  for these three 
periodss are 25 km s ' . 37 km s" ' .and 27kms"' respectively, i.e. 
thee 1.081 period is only slightly less significant than the 13 1-d 
period,, and the 0.923-d period still has a reasonable significance 
(ass the total velocity range is ~ 150 km s1 ) - Gladvshev et al. (1979) 
andd Kemp et al. (1979) established a photometric period of roughly 
6.55 d, i.e. about half the radial-velocity period. This situation strongly 
resembless that of the massive X-ray binaries, where the photometric 
vatiationss show a double-wave behaviour, due to the tidal defor-
mationn of the (nearly) Roche-lobe filling  component. 

Iff  the true orbital period is 22 (26) h one would, for a tidally 
deformedd star, expect an 11 (13) h photometric periodicity (i.e.: 
aa near one halj day alias of Kemp et ai/s 6.5-d periodicity). While 
Kempp et al. were able to strongly exclude the one-day aliases of 
thee 6.5-d period, they could not make a clear statement about half-

dayy aliases. The reason is. that theii photometric data were obtained 
att two observatories which are separated in longitude b\ more 
thann 10 h (one in Oregon and one in Israel), i.e. dose to 'the II* 
doublee wave periodicity expected in the case of a 22" orbital period 

Forr this reason especially a 22" orbital period can probably 
notnot yet be ruled out as it would fit  the existing spectroscopic and 
photometricc observations. (Because of the large random varia-
tionss in the photometric data it is quite likely that also a 26h period 
iss not yet ruled out.' 

Onee might argue that a photometric period of 11h (13h) would 
bee simply detectable during a one night observing run. However 
thee large intrinsic scatter in the form of rapid photometric changes 
byy several tenths of a magnitude within a few hours (Kemp 
ett a).. 1979) renders such a test quite difficult and will require obser-
vationss during a sufficiently long time interval to disentangle 
periodicc effects from non-periodic ones. What would be most 
neededd are data from two observatories separated in loncitude b\ 
aboutt 6 h. 

3.2.. Constraints Derived from the Observed Radial 1 elocity Amplitude 
Sincee both a 13d! and a 22h (26h) orbital period might fit  the 
observationss we now examine for both cases the mass of the optical 
starr resulting from the radial velocity amplitude of 73 km s ' 
measuredd by Crampton et al (1979). 

(i)) P= 13.1 d. The resulting mass function in this case ) = 
m,sin3/ /( l .+mi /ml )

2=0.53.*(( . Assuming »i, = 1.5 ..//,.. (neutron 
star)) one finds that m2 should fulfil l the inequality 

(10a) ) m,£l:O3.0m,£l:O3.0QQ. . 

Alternatively,, if the compact star is a black hole with a mass m. = 
88 . .^Q the condition becomes 

m2 £ 2 3 . 2 . *e.. ( 1 0 b) 

(ii)) P=22h (26h) results in ƒ(.//) = 0.037 (0.044) .//c which with 
m,, = 1.5.#c similarly yields the condition 

m , g 8 . 0 Ĝ ( 7 . 3 . #o ) . . Ilia) ) 

11 Recently Dr. Kemp informed us that he can probably rule out 
periodss near l l h or 13h, such that binary periods near 1 day would 
bee excluded. Furthermore. Margon et al. have found evidence for 
aa 13-d modulation in the flux of the stationary emission lines, thus 
strengtheningg the likelihood of a period near 13 d 

^a^ss^^^ ^ 
Period: : 
Compactt object: 

ConstraintsConstraints from 
Tidallyy driven 

precession n 

Masss function 

P ~ ld d 

Neutronn star 
m,, = 1.5.#0 

Goodd fit  with syn-
chronouss rotation 
WRorOf f 

Goodd fit with: 
VAR R 

Blackk hole 
m , = 8 . ^G G 

Goodd fit with syn-
chronouss rotation 

WRorOf f 

Noo fit' 

P=13d d 

Neutronn star: 
w,, = 1.5 „vŜ  

Fitt with (highly) non-
synchronouss rotation 
WR R 

Noo fitb 

Blackk hole: 

Fitt with (highly) non-
synchronouss rotation 
WRR or Of 

Goodd fit with 
Of f 

>>  Fi! n o ^ i b l ? "3 ?0 ?' 1 ' r * ' ° ° ' * : A , 0 W e r- m a SS b l a ck h 0 , e- e * " ' - 4  * 0 - " » «« f- with an Of star Fitt possible, only ,f radial velocity amplitude has an alternative explanation (sec text) 
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[Will :: ;» S // black hoi- a'"i|Mn':i'ii the 

Hl.. f I0l> // ,(100 / / J ] . 

conditionss Kvonic 

l l lb ) ) 

Assumingg the inclination u. he 79 (AM I and Margon. 1979), 
thee estimated masses are only } " . . below the upper limits,except for 
thee case o\' a 13 I d period, where the deviation ranges from 4'V, 
{forr a black hole) to 7"., (for a neutron star). 

JJ J. Constraints Set by the Preiewm and Mass Function Combined 

Thee constraints (10a,b) and ( l la.b) set by the mass function, 
togetherr with the constraints from Table I and Fig. 1, set by the 
precession,, yield the following conclusions (summarized in Table 2) 
(forr the precession we consider the fit  adequate if the predicted 
orbitall  period is within a factor two from the observed one): 

(i)) For a binary period of about I d both the precession (if 
tidallyy driven) and the mass function can be obtained with a syn-
chronous!)) rotating (though misaligned) early-type companion, 
which,, in the case that the compact star is a neutron star, should 
bee a Wolf-Ravel star U»t, <:S // ... according to the mass function). 

(ii )) If the orbital period is 13.1 d. the precession (if tidally driven) 
cann only be explained of the rotation of the early-type companion 
iss (highly) non-synchronous; furthermore, if the compact star is a 
neutronn star, the mass function cannot be fitted with an early-type 

star r 
Thee latter fact does, however, not necessarily rule out a neutron 

starr in a 13.1 d binary, neither does it rule out an early-type com-
panion.. Because, it is not clear that the observed radial velocity 
amplitudee of the emission lines necessarily represents the orbital 
motionn of the early-type star: notably, in some X-ray binaries 
(egg Cygnus X-l and LMC X-4) the emission-line radial velocities 
representt the orbital motion of the compact star, which has a very 
largee radial velocity amplitude. If the velocity amplitude of the emis-
sionn lines in SS 433 is associated with a disturbance in the wind of 
thee early-type star, generated by the orbital motion of the compact 
starr through this wind, or to a cloud of gas around the compact 
starr the maximum value possible for the amplitude would be a few 
hundredd kms '. hence, an amplitude of - 7 3 k ms ' could cer-
tainlyy be generated. 

3.4.3.4. Further Constraints Set by the Stationary Spectrum and Absolute 

Luminosity Luminosity 

Adoptingg a distance £3.7kpc and an interstellar extinction 
AA - 6m to 8m (Giles et al.. 1979: Murdin el al., 1980) the absolute 
magnitudee of SS 433 is at least M,= - 4 m to - 6 m The presence or 
Henn 4686 and Cut. Nm 4640 in emission indicates T,>3 10 K, 
whichh implies B.C. ̂  3m. yielding \ih g - 7m to - 9m . We now con-
siderr how these parameters fit with the above derived possible 
systemm configurations. 

a)) P = l 3 . t d. 

Inn this case, assumine the compact star to be a neutron star, the 
companionn should be a non-synchronously rotating WR star with 
(forr ü,, = l.4w0 and m , - 8 . / / ,) a radius of - 35 RQ. Such radii 
aree similar to those of the latest types WR stars, i.e. the WN7 to 
WN99 stars, which have 7,-25,000 to 30.000 K, Af>- - 7 m to - 9 m 

andd R - 20 to 35 R0 (Conti. 1979; Leep, 1979). Since WN7-9 stars 
aree at the same time the only WR stars that clearly show hydrogen 
emiss n̂n lines tConti. 1979). this WR configuration would fit 

excellentlyy with the W, am! the characteristics of the stationary 
spectrum'off  SS43.V Although it would nol fit  the mass function, 
thiss would not necessarily pose a problem (cf. Sect. 3.2) 

Iff  the compact star is a black hole, a 13.1 d period will also 
alloww non-synchronously rotating Of companions, which also fit 
thee observed spectrum and M, (cf. Paper I), as well as the mass 
function. . 

b)) P- I d. 

Heree a neutron star with a 20. ff0 Of companion would require 
aa stellar radius g7 RQ: with a 6 #Q W^ star one should have 
R^,iRR^,iRQQ.. The latter radii are characteristic for early-type WR 
starss which, however, do not show hydrogen emission (cf. Conh. 
1979).. So, in this case only Of companions would remain and indeed 
11 R is just about the lower limit of the observed radii of such stars, 
ass derived from their effective temperatures and luminosities (cl. 
Conti.. 1969). 

Iff  the compact star is a black hole the conclusions are similar. 

3.5.3.5. Summary of the Possible System Configuration* 

Combiningg the results from Sects. 3.2 and 3.3 and keeping in mind 
thatt alternative explanations for the mass function are possible, 
wee observe that: 

a)) In the case of a neutron star only two viable alternatives 
remain,, i.e.: (i) a 13.1 d orbit with a non-synchronously rotating 
WN7-99 companion with, for w2£1.4w0, a mass m , ^ l 0 . ^o 

(cf.. Fig. 1). The radial velocity amplitude is in this case not due to the 
orbitall  motion of the WN star itself but should be explained by 
otherr causes; (ii) a - I d orbit with a synchronously rotating WR 
companion.. If the radial velocity amplitude is not due to orbital 
motionn of the early-type star, also Of stars are allowed. 

b)) If the companion is a black hole, the conclusions are the same 
withh the addition that in the 13.1-d case also Of companions (mass 
raneee 10- 30 .#o ) are allowed and the observed radial velocity 
amplitudee may be explained as due to the orbital motion of the 
early-typee star itself. 
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